
Year 7 Unit 1: My Home
Feltham key facts:

Population: 63,383 (2011)

Largest town in west London

Is located in the Borough of Hounslow

There are OS maps of all areas 
across the UK. These use: A grid 
system (eg: 32, 04) to help us 
locate places on the map. A scale 
line to help us work out distances. 
A key that tells us what the colours 
and symbols represent. 

In Geography we study places at different 
scales (sizes) from local to national to 
global. Our “home” is: 
Springwest Academy -  our exact 
location in..
Feltham -  our area in…
Hounslow -  our borough in…
London -  our city in…
South East England -  our region in…
The United Kingdom -  our country in…
Europe -  our continent in…
The World -  our planet!

Geography is the study of the earth’s 
landscapes, peoples, places and 
environments. It is about understanding 
the world in which we live. 

Human Geography is the study of 
people, how they live and the places they 
create.

Physical Geography is the study of the 
natural world that we live in.

Maps are used to help us to see a place 
better. They allow us to look at the 
location and surrounding area of a place 
and find our way between places. 

“Land use” describes how land is used. It could be: 
● Agricultural - to produce food (farms) 
● Commercial -to make money (businesses, 

shops, restaurants etc) 
● Residential - to live (houses, flats) 
● Recreational - to spend our spare time (parks, 

leisure centres etc) Transport - to get around 
(roads, railways, stations etc) 



Use a piece of paper to create a fact file 
(small poster) on human and physical 
Geography. Include as many different 
examples of Geography as you can. 
You could try: 

- Drawing some labelled diagrams
- Writing about some features in 

more detail
- Writing about experiences you’ve 

had of other places

Draw an annotated (labelled) map of 
your journey to school. 

You could try: 
- Including a key (symbols) 
- Describing what you see along 

the journey 
- Labelling your favourite places 

along the way 

Write about different opinions people 
have of Feltham. 

Paragraph 1: Explaining what is GOOD 
about Feltham

Paragraph 2: Explaining what is BAD 
about Feltham

Try to make your writing balanced

For each type of land use, write a 
definition, give some examples. 

- Agricultural 
- Residential 
- Recreational 
- Commercial 
- Transport 

Try drawing how each one could look. 

Make flashcards to revise all the key 
terms in preparation for the end of unit 
assessment.

Write a speech about how you think 
Feltham should be improved. 

Knowledge Organiser Tasks:


